
Why we choose our team name? 
We are team default, because we are pretty default guys… and it includes the name from our 
university (FAU) and our countrycode.


Why do we have an edge in the event? 
We will have an edge in the event because we are from Germany and our digital infrastructure is 
so bad developed that we have edge everywhere. 


What makes us unique? 
Nothing… that made writing the diversity section for the application quite difficult.

But concerning the competition we started preparing in April by running HPL and HPCG 
benchmarks on the clusters from our university to experiment with weak and strong scaling and 
different HPC applications. So we hope that we have an advantage because we had a little head 
start.


What are we looking forward to? 
Due to Covid-19 regulations at our university we weren’t able to meet in person during the whole 
preparation period but for the competition we are allowed to meet so we are looking forward to 
that and the pizza we are eating there.


What is our timezone? 
Our timezone ist the central european time (UTC +1)


What do we do for fun? 
Marius organizes parkruns where hundreds of people do sports corporately. Pierre, on the other 
hand, manages the light effect teams of three churches. Other team members’ activities range 
from organizing summer camps to leading a church band. Further hobbies of our team members 
include various types of sport, making music, particularly playing the guitar and the piano, 
gardening and videography - so we are not your stereotypical CS guy sitting in his basement all 
day long.


Can you share two interesting facts? 
Our university is 33 years older than the whole united states of America. Another fact is that 
Erlangen has the biggest beer garden of the world with space for 11 thousand people which is 10 
percent of our population.


